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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW
•Potential fines and penalties from environmental, health, and safety regulations can be staggering, even for matters of noncompliance that might seem relatively minor.
•With impacts noted above, including (but not limited to) potential harm / damage to life, reputational damage, etc., effective
monitoring activities are needed to manage risk in a timely manner (i.e., eliminate, reduce, or mitigate).
•An effective compliance management system, one with risk management activities / responsibilities spread out between three
lines of defense (with an increased focus on monitoring activities – second line), should be implemented to answer the
following questions:
What issues do we have present (Identification of Risks)?
What rules apply (Regulatory and Policy)?
How do we manage relevant regulations and risk (Program Development)?
What tasks are needed to manage relevant regulations and risk (Program Implementation)?
How do we know it works (Program Monitoring)?
How do we address any issues / problems and continually improve (Corrective Action)?

CATEGORIES OF REGULATIONS
• Financial
• Environmental

Local / State

• Health
• Safety
• Aviation
• Transportation

Country

Global

US AND UK ANIT-CORRUPTION LAWS
Law

Description

US Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA)
(1977)

First Provision - Prohibits bribery of foreign (that is, non-US) public officials, for the purpose of corruptly
influencing the official to assist in obtaining business.
Second Provision - Requires publicly traded companies to maintain accurate books and records and to adopt
internal financial controls.
Enforcement Agencies include Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) and US Department of Justice (DOJ)

UK Bribery Act (UKBA)
(2010)

Scope of the UKBA is wider than the FCPA in three major respects.
First Provision -- In contrast to the FCPA which applies only to the corruption of foreign officials, the Bribery
Act catches bribes offered or given to any person.
Second Provision- An offense of bribing a foreign public official is committed under the Bribery Act by a
person if (i) there is intent to influence the foreign public official in their capacity as such, and (ii) intends to
obtain or retain business (or an advantage in the conduct of business) and (iii) the payment/advantage is not
permitted or required by the written law applicable to the foreign public official.
Third Provision -- It is an offense under Bribery Act to request, to agree to receive, or to accept a bribe.

Source: file:///C:/Users/XZBLQ8/Downloads/Global%20AntiCorruption%20Laws%20Dentons.pdf

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF NON-COMPLIANCE
(EXAMPLE: FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT (FCPA))
Last year 27 companies paid about $2.48 billion to
the US government to resolve FCPA cases. It was
the biggest enforcement year in FCPA history.

FCPA Enforcement Action Settlements
(in Millions of Dollars)
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Four large FCPA settlements in 2016:
- Teva Pharmaceutical (Israel) ($519 million)
-Odebrecht / Braskem (Braziil) - $419.8 million
-Och-Ziff (USA) ($412 million)
-VimpelCom (Holland) ($397.6 million)
landed on the FCPA Blog’s list of the ten
biggest FCPA cases of all time.
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The largest FCPA Settlement is Siemens (Germany)
($800 million in 2008)

Source: http://www.fcpablog.com/blog/2017/1/3/the-2016-fcpa-enforcement-index.html

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
REGULATIONS BY TOPIC
Topic

Examples

Air

Air Pollutants, Ozone Layer Protection, Transportation

Cross-Cutting Issues

Climate Change, Asbestos, Lead

Emergency Management

Oil Spills, Risk Management Plans, Chemical Reporting

Land & Cleanup

Superfund, RCRA Corrective Action, Underground Storage Tanks

Pesticides

Registration, Establishments, and Worker Protection

Toxic Substances

Chemical and Hazardous Substances, Toxic Release Inventory

Waste

Solid Waste and Hazardous Waste

Water

Drinking Water, Hydraulic Fracturing, Mountaintop Mining

Source: https://www.epa.gov/regulatory-information-topic

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
(OSHA)
SAMPLE OF REGULATIONS BY TOPIC-GENERAL INDUSTRY
Topic

Examples

Exit Routes and Emergency
Planning

Emergency Action Plans and Fire Prevention Plans

Powered Platforms, Manlifts, and
Vehicle Mounted Platforms

Powered Platforms for Building Maintenance such as Cranes, Forklifts,
etc.

Hazardous Materials

Flammable Liquids and Process Safety Management of Highly
Hazardous Chemicals

Personal Protective Equipment

Hard Hats/Safety Glasses/Earplugs, Respiratory Equipment, Confined
Space Permits

Machinery and Machine Guarding

Mechanical Power Presses and Forging Machines

Fire Protection

Fire Extinguishing Systems and Fire Detection Systems

Source: https://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha2254.pdf

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF NON-COMPLIANCE
SUMMARY OF 2016 EPA ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

Source: https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/enforcement-annual-results-fiscal-year-2016

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF NON-COMPLIANCE
SUMMARY OF 2016 EPA ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
In a landmark settlement, Volkswagen agreed to spend up to $14.7 billion to settle allegations of using “defeat devices” to
cheat emissions tests and deceive customers. Volkswagen will offer consumers a buyback and lease termination for nearly 500,000
model year 2009-2015 2.0 liter diesel vehicles sold or leased in the U.S., and provide additional compensation to consumers, at a
cost of up to $10 billion. In addition, Volkswagen will spend $4.7 billion to mitigate the pollution from these cars and invest in
green vehicle technology. Together, these actions will restore clean air protections and make our auto industry cleaner for
generations of Americans to come.
Under a settlement with BP Exploration & Production, Inc., the company agreed to pay $5.5 billion in penalties for Clean
Water Act violations stemming from the April 20, 2010 Deepwater Horizon blowout and subsequent oil spill. This is the largest
penalty ever for a Clean Water Act settlement. The settlement returned over $20 billion to Gulf communities to restore the
environment and strengthen resilience.
The national grocery store chain Trader Joe’s Company has agreed to reduce emissions of potent greenhouse gases from
refrigeration equipment at 453 of its stores under a proposed settlement with the U.S. Department of Justice and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to resolve alleged violations of the Clean Air Act. Under the settlement, Trader Joe’s will
spend an estimated $2 million over the next three years to reduce coolant leaks from refrigerators and other equipment and
improve company-wide compliance. The company will also pay a $500,000 civil penalty

Source: https://www.epa.gov/enforcement/enforcement-annual-results-fiscal-year-2016

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF NON-COMPLIANCE
BRITISH PETROLEUM 2010 HORIZON RIG EXPLOSION
“Six years after a deadly blowout sent a slick of
oil floating along the Gulf Coast for months, BP
PLC disclosed almost $1 billion in fresh charges
that bring its total bill from the disaster to
more than $56 billion and counting.”
“The British oil giant is struggling to control the
spiraling costs even though it reached a roughly
$20 billion agreement—among the largest
corporate penalties in U.S. history—to resolve
all state and federal claims and was supposed to
close a chapter on the spill.”

https://www.wsj.com/articles/bp-reports-first-quarter-pretax-loss-1461651961

An effective compliance management system begins with understanding the basics:
• Risk Management
• Governance
• Compliance

WHAT IS RISK AND RISK MANAGEMENT?
Risk is the possibility that an event will occur, which impact an organization’s
achievement of objectives. Risk is measured in terms of impact and likelihood
Risk management is the process by which organizations methodically assess risks
with the goal of achieving sustained benefit within a portfolio of activities.

TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL,
HEALTH, & SAFETY RISKS
•Operational Risk - Adverse impacts on public health / environmental quality
•Compliance Risk - Legal sanctions due to regulatory noncompliance
•Financial Risk (e.g., liability for damage / cleanup; awards resulting from 3rd party
lawsuits; costs of unplanned “environmental, health and safety improvement
projects”)
•Reputation Risk (e.g., loss of image, public trust, goodwill; loss of influence on GMcritical public policy)

WHAT IS COMPLIANCE?
• The act of adhering to, and demonstrating adherence to a standard or
regulation à Conformity in fulfilling official requirements
• Management systems (i.e., programs, processes, and tools) should be developed and
implemented for achieving compliance and proactively addressing the following:
• Complex regulatory environment
• Internal / company policies and requirements
• Other considerations

WHAT IS GOVERNANCE?
Refers to the institutions, rules, process, and mechanisms by which decisions about risk are taken and
implemented
A set of interactions is required between governance and risk management activities to result in an
efficient and effective governance system.
In other words, these interactions should consider specific “structural enablers” and “need-driven”
activities to ensure risk / compliance management systems operate effectively.
Structural Enablers – Factors that, individually and collectively, help achieve the objectives of the
enterprise (e.g.,frameworks, principles, structures, processes, practices, etc.)
Need-Driven Activities – Routines, checks, and balances.

WHAT IS GOVERNANCE?
To ensure the effective risk management, the board and senior management must be able to rely on various
and relevant lines of defense – including monitoring and assurance functions – within an organization or enterprise.
The THREE LINES OF DEFENSE model provides a simple and effective way to enhance communications on risk
management and control by clarifying essential roles and responsibilities.

THE THREE LINES OF DEFENSE

THE THREE LINES OF DEFENSE AT GENERAL
MOTORS

WHAT IS A COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM?
• A compliance management system is the method by which an organization manages it
compliance process(es). It includes the compliance program and the compliance audit
function, sometimes referred to as compliance review or self-assessment.
• The compliance program consists of the policies and procedures which guide employees'
adherence to laws and regulations.
• The compliance audit function is independent testing of an organization’s adherence to
laws and regulations to determine its level of compliance, as well as the effectiveness of,
and adherence with, policies and procedures.

COMPONENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE
COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Component

Question(s) to Address

Identification of Risks

What risks are present now or in the future?

Regulatory & Policy

What rules apply?

Program Development

How do we manage relevant regulations and
risks?

Program Implementation

What tasks are needed to manage relevant risks
and regulations?

Program Monitoring

How do we know it works?

Corrective Action

How do we address any issues or problems and
continuously improve

THE “2+4” RULE

THE COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM ROADMAP

FRAUD & COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
PREVENT, DETECT, AND RESPOND

COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CHALLENGES
• Lack of alignment with business goals and objectives
• No establishment of leadership tone at the top to promote a compliance culture
• Pressure to comply with regulations results in employee misconduct
• Non-compliance may be viewed as a cost of doing business at some companies and in
some countries
• Training and communication of regulations, policies, etc. to all impacted employee in an
organization

IN SUMMARY
• A company’s duty first and foremost is to comply…There should be no calculated acceptance
of ongoing or known noncompliance!
• Risk management is central to good governance.
• It’s not adequate for various risk and controls functions to simply exist.
• Three Lines of Defense roles and responsibilities should be distinct, clearly articulated,
reinforced, and properly coordinated to promote knowledge sharing, and activities of the
three lines should not be combined.
• Specific enablers and routine / need-driven activities are needed to ensure a risk / compliance
management system operates effectively.

